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to attach public attention to anything which does no
require thinking about* They exclude as far as they cat
all topics bearing on the economic and political futun
of this and other lands.
Thus the public mind is cheated of its proper and need
ful nourishment, which is honest debate about everything
Because the Press is partly owned by large, amorphoiii
bodies of shareholders and controlled by the very ricl:
men who own the other and more profitable part of it, ii
is impossible to get issues of the first importance fairlj
put before the People* They are looked at from the angle
of great wealth*
This has not been so before* That newspapers ir
general have always taken the side of the well-to-do is
undeniable* But they never took it so whole-heartedly,
so furiously, as they do now, and there was always a
minority of voices raised on behalf of the struggling
masses* What chance is there to-day of a paper
being started with the aims which T* P. O'Connor
announced in the first number of the Star** None
whatever*
With very few exceptions, the whole of the daily and
Sunday Press is controlled by very rich people, most of
whom are able to dictate to a number of papers their
attitudes towards public affairs* Opinion is formed by
batteries of gramophones giving out tunes supplied by
half a dozen men with enormous financial and industrial
interests*
What are the exceptions ?
The Daily Herald is on the side of the workers so long
as the workers are the under-dogs* But it belongs to a
capitalist firm—a firm, that is to say, which must make
large profits or perish* How could it reasonably be
expected, if its profits were threatened, to refrain from

